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Overview
Auburn University is seeking licensees for a device that embodies direct digital synthesis (DDS) architecture using high-order ΔΣ interpolators to remove frequency, phase and amplitude domain quantization errors. This DDS can achieve very low phase noise with ultra fine frequency resolution, providing a low cost, high performance means of frequency synthesis. This technology has applications in wireless, satellite and military communications.

Advantages
• Achieves ultra low phase noise DDS frequency synthesis approaching that of PLL-based analog synthesizers
• Achieves fine frequency resolution, improving communication and scanning capabilities
• Uses high-order ΔΣ interpolators to remove frequency, phase and amplitude domain quantization errors
• Reduces the DDS ROM size without degradation, while maintaining large Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) and fine resolution
• Easy to implement in digital CMOS processing
• Could allow DDS to replace more expensive analog synthesizers

Description
Conventional analog frequency synthesizers benefit from low phase noise and high output frequency, but they are complex and expensive. DDS devices are cheaper and simpler but are limited by high spurious noise. Dr. Dai’s novel DDS architecture effectively removes spurious noise, lowering it to levels comparable to analog synthesizers. In addition, the noise shaping allows for even finer frequency step size and even smaller silicon area. The Department of Defense has specifically requested these features in DDS designs and potential utility extends to commercial applications. This method can improve existing DDS devices, enable DDS to be used in applications currently dominated by analog devices (see related Auburn BIST technology), and improve remaining analog devices (e.g., by using DDS devices as a tunable reference in high frequency analog synthesizers).

Status
• This invention has been successfully verified by simulation (see figures)
• A DDS prototype with high-order ΔΣ interpolator in the phase domain to reduce the phase truncation error was fabricated and tested in a 0.35 μm CMOS technology [1].

Licensing Opportunities
• Issued US Patent 7,577,695
• This patent is available for immediate non-exclusive licensing through Auburn’s customizable "Ready to Sign" licensing program.
• Similar patents are available in the Electronics field.